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Activity Record
Folder Name: AL00239 Godina
Date
08/26/11

Handled by
J. Caravella

Description of Action Taken
SVC Request For Assistance signed form on file Godina.
Complainant is 76 yoa and reports that on May 24,
2011 he presented in person at Gatoriand Toyota,
2985 N. Main Street, Gainesville, FL 32602 (352) 3763262 to shop for a new car. Salesperson "Loes"
(Louie) approached and asked if he was looking for a
new car, to which comp. responded "yes". From this
point on comp. reported that Loes realized that
comp. spoke Spanish, so all conversations
henceforth took place in Spanish:
Loes asked how much he could afford and comp
advised $17,000.00. Salesperson showed comp. a
Toyota Corolla LE (MSRP of $17,600.00 plus
unknown destination charge) on the main sales lot
and stated its price was $32,000.00. This vehicle had
no window sticker(s). Comp. stated that was too
much, so Loes stated that he would reduce the price
to $25,000.00 "with all benefits". Loes went on to
describe these benefits as break-down coverage, tire
problems, washes, loaner, oil changes, extended
warranties "all for $25,000.00 plus tax."
Comp. reported that he agreed to the above and was
then introduced to "Ricky" who continued the sales
process in Spanish. Comp. stated that he was asked
to sign so many papers that he jokingly stated to
Ricky that his "arm is getting sore." During all the
signing, comp. was being assured by Loes that the
price with all extras was $25,000.00 plus tax.
Comp. stated that he was not aware in particular of
all the papers he signed including the Retail Buyer's
Order and Simple Finance Charge agreement, which
finances the vehicle at 0.90% through Toyota's World
Omni, that the vehicle price exceeded the above
agreed upon terms.
Comp. advised that he left with the new vehicle still
under the impression of the sale amount stated
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above and was not aware of the full cost of the
vehicle being $37,548.00 until he received the
customer copy of the Retail Buyer's Order and
Simple Finance Charge agreement in the mail some
4-5 days later. Comp. stated that he was not given
copies of these documents at the time of the sale
when he left. Upon his review of these papers, the
comp. reported that for the first time he became
aware of the vehicle's total cost.
Comp. reported that he did not remember seeing any
papers at the time of purchase that listed the dollar
amounts of the transaction as the Retail Buyer's
Order does. He stated to the undersigned that he
was told to sign so many papers that, while under
the assumption of the agreed price, he did not notice
anything printed out for him to sign that caught his
attention to any other terms. In particular he does
not have a recall of specifically signing the Retail
Buyer's Order or whether or not it contained any
listing of dollar amounts prior to his signing.
Comp. stated that his primary language is Spanish
and that no verbal communications with staff at the
dealership went into English. Comp. reported, too,
that he does not read English well and that his
preference would have been, if asked, to have been
presented with the written agreements in Spanish,
also.
The undersigned reviewed copies of the paperwork
of this sale provided by the comp. son-in-law Brian
Johnson. Brian communicates detailed
conversations and questions with the comp. through
his wife Petra Johnson - the comp's daughter. Brian
presently has all papers from this sale and reports
that the Retail Buyer's Order (yellow) and Simple
Finance Charge agreement (pink) are oversized
papers that are folded to a size to fit into a standard
mailing envelope.
Brian went back to the front sales lot on his own time
and observed that some Corollas have window
stickers and others do not. Those with stickers
reveal the LE's selling cost to be $18,800. The Deal
Jacket from this transaction will likely reveal the
correct MSRP.
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Presuming the MSRP to be $18,800.00, the starting
price for tills vehicle sale reflected on the Retail
Buyer's Order starts at $29,000.00. Extra warranties,
taxes, fee, charges and finance charges result in a
grand total of $37,548.00. Comp. paid $15,000.00 as
down payment.
CONCLUSION:
Contrary to Florida Statute 501.976(11) the Retail
Buyer's Order fails to fully disclose in the binding
contract the added costs between the MSRP and the
contract's beginning cost of $29,000.00. This
undisclosed amount totals approximately $10,200.00.
501.976 Actionable, unfair, or deceptive acts or practices.
It is an unfair or deceptive act or practice, actionable under the Florida Deceptive
and Unfair Trade Practices Act, for a dealer to:
(11) Add to the cash price of a vehicle as defined in s. 520.02(2) any fee or charge
other than those provided in that section and in rule 69V-50.001, Florida
Administrative Code. All fees or charges permitted to be added to the cash
price by rule 69V-50.001. Florida Administrative Code, must be fully
disclosed to customers in all binding contracts concerning the vehicle's
selling price.
520.02 Definitions
(2) "Cash price" means the price at which a seller, in the ordinary course of
business, offers to sell for cash the property or service that is the subject of
the transaction. At the seller's option, the term "cash price" may include the
price of accessories, services related to the sale, service contracts, and taxes
and fees for license, title, and registration of the motor vehicle. The term
"cash price" does not include any finance charge.
69V-50.001 Miscellaneous Charges.
Other than the items and charges properly included as part of the cash price as
defined in Section 520.02(2), F.S., the following are the only charges permitted to
be made by the retail installment seller. All authorized charges are permitted only to
the extent they are actually paid, used, or disbursed for the purposes stated.
(1) Charges for taxes, prescribed by law, to the extent same are not included as
part of the cash price.
(2) Charges for official fees as defined in Section 520.02(9), F.S., and charges
for licenses and other fees prescribed by law.
(a) In order to support motor vehicle license charges and liens for perfecting
any security interest in the collateral, the registration form provided by the
Department of Motor Vehicles shall be maintained. In addition, the month of birth
of the retail buyer must be shown on the face of the contract and the trade-in
amount must be clearly described.
(b) Charges for documentary excise tax must be supported by attaching
documentary stamps to the appropriate document and canceling or by paying the
appropriate amount of tax directly to the Department of Revenue and maintaining
documentation necessary to determine compliance.
(3) Charges for insurance purchased by the retail buyer to the extent such
charges are not included as part of the finance charge as defined in Section
520.02(5), F.S. The type of such insurance shall be specifically noted on the
contract. Vendors Single Interest Insurance (V.S.I.) coverage issued to a contract
holder on a blanket form may also be written in addition to the buyer's physical
damage coverage, and a charge made to the buyer provided the contract contains a
provision authorizing the contract holder to purchase the V.S.I, coverage. Should
the contract holder purchase V.S.I, coverage at the time the contract is signed, the
contract holder shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the buyer evidence of
insurance at the time the contract is signed and the buyer shall receive a copy of the
policy within thirty (30) days from the date the contract was signed.
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(4) Charges for other benefits such as service agreements or warranties
bargained for and purchased by the retail buyer to the extent said charges are
supported in fact. The type of such benefits shall be specifically noted on the
contract. The contract holder shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the buyer
evidence of such benefits at the time the contract is signed and the buyer shall
receive a copy of the policy within thirty (30) days from the date the contract was
signed.

Also refer to SVC Case File AL00181JMBT
It is noted that in this Godina case the salesperson
listed on the paperwork is the same as that person
listed on the AL00181 paperwork (Juracy Gaetan);
however Mr. Godina does not recall that name, only
the names of Loes and Ricky.
This (Godina) case and SVC Case File AL00181
appear to reflect a pattern of violation of
FS501.976(11).
It should be noted, too, that Mr. Godina has
cancelled the extra warranties ($1884, $1950, $799,
$396), which are to be reflected as a credit to his
remaining balance due. This total, including tax and
any pro-rated refund are expected to total $5,079.00.
In regard to the vehicle starting price of $29,000.00
the dealership reported to Brian that this amount
also includes $3,000.00 for another extra that Mr.
Godina purchased, specifically a paint protection
program by "Auto Butler"; however, as an added
cost this amount has not been fully disclosed or
disclosed at all in the Retail Buyer's Order.
Copies of the complainant's RFA and sales
paperwork are in the case file.
Contact will be made with Michael Matz of FL DMV in
order to combine this complaint file with that of
AL00181-fl | . Mr. Godina could not find the
window sticker(s) anywhere in the vehicle and
reportedly the dealership is attempting to obtain a
copy for him.
Also note that FL DCA 3rd District has dealt with a
vehicle sale as it relates to a Spanish speaking
appellee:
HIALEAH AUTOMOTIVE LLC v. BASULTO
HIALEAH AUTOMOTIVE, LLC, d/b/a Potamkin Dodge, Appellant
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v. Roberto BASL LTO and Raqnet Gowafc*, AppeMeesj
-• -lanujry 21, 1009

that may be pertinent to this case file.
Both AL00181 and this filo AL00239 appear to benefit
from striking arbitration as a mandated form of
resolution Involving FS 501.976(11).
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL
FIRST DISTRICT. STATE OF FLORIDA
BRUMOS MOTOR CARS. Inc., a
Florida Corporation,
Appellant,
v.
CAROLYN C. MONTGOMERY,
CLEOPHUS M HOWELL,
ALFRED 0 . JONAS and HEIDI H.
JONAS, both individually and on
behalf of all others similarly situated.
Appellees.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL
FIRST DISTRICT, STATE OF FLORIDA
NOT FINAL UNTIL TIME EXPIRES TO
FILE MOTION FOR REHEARING AND
DISPOSITION THEREOF DF FILED
CASE NO. 1D06-4293
CASE NO. 1D06-4294

/
Opinion filed November 26,2007.

4:00PM

Brian phoned and advised that his wife spoke with
the comp in Spanish about the comp's receiving the
Retail Buyer's Order and Simple Finance Charge
agreement Mr. Godina stated to his daughter that
after thinking about my question, he now recalls that
he probably did walk out of die dealership after the
sale with these documents, but that he did not look
them over until he received the installment payment
papers by mall. Seeing the expanded total cost then
caused him to go back and look at the Retail Buyer's
Order. He also relayed to her that during the signing
process he did recall seeing a document that spelled
out the verbal agreement of $25,000.00 but that this
document apparently disappeared.
The above does not take away from any violation of
FS501.976(11), but Should instead correct the comp's
recall as outlined above regarding his recall of not
being given these documents.
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08/31/11

J. Caravella

AL00239 GODINA

09/19/11

J. Caravella

09/30/11

J. Caravella

This case file has been forwarded to M. Matz at the
FL DMV enforcement division for review in
conjunction with SVC Case File AL00181. M. Matz
reported after reviewing this file (AL00239) that his
department has received permission from their legal
advisor to initiate an investigation toward prosecution.
Comp. was re-contacted regarding the identity of the
salesman from his purchase and he recalled the last
name as "Gaetan", which is the same salesman from
AL00181. Both complainants (AL00181 &AL00239)
report dealing with the same salesman Louis Gaetan
and the same finance officer known as "Ricky".
Comp. also reported that during his time with the
salesman Loes, a black woman entered the show
room and Loes motioned to comp. to leave the area
because "I don't want to sell to colored people."
Comp. stated that he was taken aback by this event
/ have no report from the comp. to believe any events
of discrimination beyond the above statement
attributed to Loes; however, this bias could manifest
itself upon inspection of deal jackets in this
salesman and/or the finance department charging
discriminatory higher finance charges to this class
of customer. This is speculation only, yet is worthy
of closer examination of deal jackets should this be
undertaken by FL MDV.
Brian obtained a copy of the window sticker
belonging to the car purchased by his father-in-law
and faxed same to this office - copy in file. M. Matz
at FL DMV has been forwarded same. A tentative
meeting with SVC and M. Matz is set for 10/4 and
contact will be made with Det. Rebekah Moore GPD
should she be willing to attend.
Det. Moore requested that Mr. Godina file a police
report regarding the purchase of his car, similar to
that filed by Mrs. • •
(AL00181). I will contact Mr.
Godina to do same. Unknown at this time if Det.
Moore's schedule will allow for her to attend the 10/4
meeting with SVC and FL DMV.
SVC and FL DMV are checking to see if by way of FL
Statute 320.27 (9)(b)(13) that the FL DMV has authority
over, and that DMV may also take on as fraud, FL
Statute 501.976 (11) to better smooth their
investigation.
Petra Johnson, the complainant's daughter, met with
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the comp. at his home along with the Gainesville PD
this afternoon in order to file a fraud complaint as
requested by Dot Moore. The GPO COMPLAINT
NUMBER IS 0211020284.
J. Caravella

01/04/11

J. Caravella

10/28/11

J. Caravella

The comp. reports, after reviewing the paperwork he
presently has, that the dealership also charged him
for pin striping on his vehicle, which was never
applied.
Michael Wlatz of the FL DMV is requesting to meet with
SVC and GPD in Gainesville on Tues 10/04 to discuss
the future of both this case and AL00181 concerning
his department's regulatory involvement Det Moore
has been invited; however she reported that she may
have her calendar full for the next two weeks with
court, but will advise if she can attend.
After a meeting with M. Matz from FL DMV, his office
is opening an investigation of the business practices
of Gatorland Toyota with a goal of obtaining a refund
for Mr. Godina or a correct pricing of her vehicle
reflecting a reduced payment schedule. DMV
intends to inspect vehicle sales from Jan. 2010
looking for additional victims regarding the
fraudulent business practices outlined in this
complaint and that of AL00181.
After a phone conversation with M. Matz on 10/25, he
is still reflecting on the direction his office may take
re this complaint and that of M.Godina AL00239. He
remains concerned that enforcement action may
adversely affect Gatorland Toyota's standing in the
community to positively provide employment
opportunities, which is reportedly a concern of FL's
new administration. He reported that his legal dept
is not interested in acquiring enforcement action on
FL Stat. 501.976(11) by way of DMV's enforcement
authority of FL Stat. 320.27(9)(b)(13):
13. Perpetration of a fraud upon any person as a result of
dealing in motor vehicles,

M. Matz also advised that he has recently been in
contact with Det R. Moore from GPD who reported to
him that the state attorney's office is not interested
in this case or that of AL00181. Det. Moore has a
criminal complaint on file from AL00181. At this
point M. Matz seems to think that the FL Dept of
Banking & Finance may have an interest in our
cases, but is uncertain.
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M. Matz does not have a present interest in actively
involving the FL Dept of Legal Affairs - FL Atty Gen.
ae they are next in line to prosecute after a state
attorney declines; however, I emailed FL /tost AG
Denise Kim this date to see if two victims are now
enough for her office's interest - see notes above
from 8/8 - 8/22.
11/14/11

J . Caravella

12/06/11

J. Caravella

12/08/11

J. Caravella

12/15/11

J. Caravella

12/16/11

J. Caravella

12/29/11

J. Caravella

Complainant and AL00181 met at SVC office this
date without formal introduction to each other as
requested by Mrs. B. AL00181. We discussed all the
above and future options, i.e., civil suit and face-toface with Alachua state attorney. This case file is
closed as an "assist" currently as the complainant is
attempting to seek a private attorney.
Had a meeting with M. Matz at his request at his DMV
office in Ocala. He desired to discuss both this case
and AL00181; however, he felt that his office is not in
a position to do much and instead he will look into
forwarding these cases to the FL Dept. of Banking &
Finance, but he is uncertain if they have any
jurisdiction. M. Matz suggested that our clients
contact the bond company for Gatorland Toyota and
make a claim for the undisclosed costs on the
contract. M. Godina is due approximately
$10,200.00. The bond company is RLI Surety, PO
Box 3967, Peoria, IL 61612-3967; phone 309 6921000, fax 309 692-8637.
Asst. FL Attorney General Denise Kim contacted me
this date and will forward both our cases to her
investigator who will research these cases for cause
seeing that Gainesville PD Detective R. Moore stated
that the state attorney is not interested in either
case.
Both SVC clients are interested in having a private
attorney review their cases and will consider
contacting Gatorland's bond company as described
above.
SVC contacted FL Office of Financial Regulation
Bureau Chief Andy Grosmaire in Tallahassee (850)
410-9848, recommended by FL DMV M. Matz, who
asked to review both this case and AL00181. Files
were sent by email.
Mr. Godina submitted a claim against Gatorland
Toyota's surety bond. Copy of docs in file.
Suggested certified return receipt US Mail. FL Asst
Atty. Gen. Denise Kim advises through her
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01/02/12

J. Caravella

01/05/12

J. Caravella

01/17/12

J. Caravella

01/25/12

J. Caravella

01/26/12

J. Caravella

investigator Mike Wenger that this action will not
conflict with her office's investigation / future
prosecution.
Mr. Godina's son-in-law Brian Johnson contacted me
this date to report that Del Rebekah Moore of GPD
phoned him wanting documents regarding the sale.
He expressed concern that some 60 days have gone
by since she wanted Mr. Godina to file a complaint
with GPD and thought this was a dead case with
GPD. He will nonetheless forward the docs she
requested.
B. Johnson phoned to state that Dei Moore phoned
him and advised that there is nothing more her office
can do and that the Alachua State Attorney's Office
declined any involvement also.
I informed Mr. Johnson that the FL AG's Economic
Crimes Unit in Orlando, Asst Atty. Gen. Denise Kim
and her investigator Mike Wenger are actively
reviewing both this case and AL00181. Mr. Wenger
on 01/04 requested docs from our office by email and
The Activity Record, contract, MSRP, and FL statute
references used by this office were sent along with
same from AL00181.
Comp. received confirmation of claim from surety
bond company RLI. RLI requested back a signed
affidavit of claim, which comp. will return via
certified return receipt mail.
Mike Wenger, investigator for Asst. AG Denise Kim
advised that he and D. Kim spoke at length with FL
DOT Mike Matz. M. Matz wants to confer with with FL
Office of Financial Regulation for their take on cause.
I emailed M. Wenger back copied to M. Matz and A.
Grosmaire of FL OFR that contact was made by SVC
with A. Grosmaire on 12/26 (above), who emailed on
12/20 that both SVC files were received and pending
review.
Assigned to the claims at RLI is Everett Fritz 877 6233795 ext 5874. Both claims have claim # 00271754.
He advised me that Attorney Charles Bates (352) 3178177 is representing Gettel Enterprises DBA as
Gatorland Toyota and that any further documentary
evidence sent to him should also be sent to Attorney
Bates. E. Fritz added that RLI's job is to handle
claims involving breach of contract and fraud. He
confirmed that he has copies from both SVC case
files presenting the alleged violations as fraud
involving FL Statute 501.976.
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02/02/12

J . Caravella

02/06/12

J. Caravella

03/29/12

J. Caravella

11-26-12

J . Caravella

Mr. Fritz requested that Mr. Godina submit an
affidavit of claim back to his office, which will be
done by certified return receipt mail. He stated that
he will investigate and work with Attorney Bates
representing Gettel Enterprises. He stated that if
Attorney Bates decides not to pay the claim, his
office will do nothing further and that the
complainant would have to file suit against RLI.
The FL Office of Financial Regulations, Diana Fili,
Financial Specialist (904 798-5808) contacted me and
requested our SVC Activity record, the contract,
financial agreement and window sticker, which I
supplied by email, with Mr. Godina's permission.
She gave no indication of her time frame for neither
investigation nor her office's possible jurisdiction.
Brian Johnson, Mr. Godina's son-in-law advised that
Mr. Godina is willing to go forward with a civil suit.
As a result of Mr. Godina's submission to
Gatorland's bond company, Gatorland arranged a
meeting with Mr. Godina's son-in-law Brian Johnson
on 03/27 with his permission to negotiate a
settlement. Both parties agreed to settle this claim
for Gatorland's payment to Mr. Godina of $7,500.00.
Payment was made and this case is closed.
A letter from a confidential source addressed to SVC
was received on 11/21. The letter outlines "illegal
issues and crimes at Gatorland Toyota." See SVC
Case File AL00309 for details; a redacted copy of the
letter is in this case file.
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